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Making the Case

"I can't wait to sit in an all-day PD session
about something I'm not interested in."

- S A I D  N O  O N E  E V E R



Daniel R. Venables 
Facilitating Teacher Teams and Authentic PLCs: The Human Side of Leading
People, Protocols, and Practices

Parachuting in an expert. 
This is the central tenet of the old paradigm of teacher PD. Principals

hire a consultant or an expert in some instructional area (e.g.,
differentiation, use of new technology, higher-order thinking, etc.) and
this expert offers what is most commonly an off-the-shelf, prepackaged

workshop that is tailored to the needs of the faculty only in the very
broadest terms, if at all. The workshop is very cookie-cutter not only in

offering the same thing to all the teachers regardless of need, but in
many cases offering the same thing to every school the expert visits.



The Future is NOW Does your PD resemble
the real world?

E N C O U R A G E

Does it provide
opportunities to

encourage & build
community?

E M P O W E R

Does it prioritize
autonomy and
personalized

learning?

E M B O D Y

Does it embody
what you value as
necessary for real-

world learning?

E V O L V E

Does it evolve to
meet the needs of
teacher goals and

student needs?



create flexible opportunities

survey teacher interests

offer opportunities to lead

start small and use the feedback

Personalizing your
PD Programming

 



Google Forms 

Offer topics aligned
to your mission,
vision, or strategic
plan

Leave space for other
topics to be suggested

Open call for 
    teacher leaders!

 

Survey Teacher Interests

personalizing your PD programming



offer opportunities to lead

department spotlightsmini-conferences learning walks

personalizing your PD programming



offer opportunities to lead

personalizing your PD programming

Create a proposal form

Identify strands to establish
focus

Ask for a description and
outcomes

mini-conferences



offer opportunities to lead

personalizing your PD programming

Create a conference site

Offer sign-ups and session
limits

Offer resources

mini-conferences



offer opportunities to lead

personalizing your PD programming

mini-conferences



offer opportunities to lead

personalizing your PD programming

Spotlights &
Walks

"Department Demos" 

"Spotlight Station" or
"Community Corner" in
workroom

Department Spotlights

Voluntary

Department led or
interdisciplinary

"Walking Wonders"

Learning Walks



Late Start Days

Lunch and Learns

Community Events

create flexible opportunities

personalizing your PD programming



establish debrief and reflection
components 

Breaking Silos
 
 

create a small cohort or PLC
and establish purpose 

the Bestow Cohort: a case study

design monthly/yearly plan with
learning walks & instructional
rounds



3-Year Evaluation
Cycle

Year 1: Show 

Year 2: Grow 

Year 3: Bestow 

create your cohort

Topic Specific PLCs

Survey for interest

Take volunteers or
require
Organize by interest



design a
plan

1

2

3

4

5

2 Smart Goals to inform the fall learning walks

Goal Setting

2 within your department and two outside of your department / goal
driven / Spotlight and reflection in Folio

Learning Walks

Share feedback on the process, debrief takeaways and share in
community

Debrief Luncheon

Two rounds, groups of 3-4, goal and time driven 

Instructional Rounds 

Debriefs with the teacher observed and final reflections in Folio

Debrief and Reflection



design a plan



design a plan



design a plan



establish debrief/reflection
component



establish
debrief/reflection

component

To be honest, I did have some
doubts... I could be grading, I
need to respond to the 10 parent
emails, I could be planning, I
need to write a test, etc.
However in a way, the bestow
cohort "forced" me out of my
classroom. In the end, I think it
was great. It was nice to see how
people outside of my department
challenge and engage with the
same students I have/had.

I think the model you
are creating is the
most meaningful

growth opportunity
we have ever had in
all of my years here.

I think I may have learned even more from those inside my
discipline, but I can't stress enough how important I think it

is for us to cross interdisciplinary lines to cross-pollinate
and understand all disciplines. We cannot best serve the

students if we don't understand their world, which includes
all disciplines. 

I like that the
experience was short

and didn't take a lot of
thought or time. I think

it would be helpful to
have debriefs (short)
after each visit. It's

helpful to be able to talk
to the teacher about

what we saw. 



establish
debrief /

reflection
component



Breaking Silos
Goal Setting Learning Walks

& IR
Survey

Personalizing
your PD

Survey Offer
leadership

Flexible
Opportunities
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The Future is NOW Does your PD resemble
the real world?

E N C O U R A G E

Does it provide
opportunities to

encourage & build
community?

E M P O W E R

Does it prioritize
autonomy and
personalized

learning?

E M B O D Y

Does it embody
what you value as
necessary for real-

world learning?

E V O L V E

Does it evolve to
meet the needs of
teacher goals and

student needs?



Let's Connect!

aconn6@gmail.com

Twitter: @mrsacbragg
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